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From: Jamie Kitson (jlk3free@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 6:13:37 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Jamie Kitson
8603 State Route 92
Granite Falls, WA 98270
jlk3free@gmail.com
(425) 280-6465


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Kristina Peterson (peterson_t_kristina@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 12:31:06 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Kristina Peterson
13510 N Creek Dr
Mill Creek, WA 98012
peterson_t_kristina@yahoo.com
(425) 205-0007


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Stefanie Clay (stefanie.clay@outlook.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 6:17:33 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Stefanie Clay
12433 Admiralty Way Apt R106
Everett, WA 98204
stefanie.clay@outlook.com
(555) 555-5555


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Dwight Rousu (rousu@frontier.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 12:56:17 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Dwight Rousu
13824 NE 70th Pl
Redmond, WA 98052
rousu@frontier.com
(425) 702-8585


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Tyler Otto (tylertt8@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 6:18:19 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Tyler Otto
23901 SE 241st St
Maple Valley, WA 98038
tylertt8@gmail.com
(425) 413-0818


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Peter Coll (collp@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 2:35:07 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Peter Coll
620 Vineyard Ln Unit B104
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
collp@msn.com
(201) 562-2047


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Jacob Bailey (dreclecenra@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 3:43:33 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Jacob Bailey
18809 217th Ave E
Orting, WA 98360
dreclecenra@aol.com
(360) 893-6328


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Michelle Williams (misha@exmsft.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 6:19:28 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Michelle Williams
3811 W Mercer Way
Mercer Island, WA 98040
misha@exmsft.com
(206) 372-5006


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Oleg Varanitsa (skorpio2685@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 6:35:33 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Oleg Varanitsa
16579 NE 84th Ct
Redmond, WA 98052
skorpio2685@gmail.com
(666) 666-6666


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Michele Williams (mmwblue21@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 5:35:09 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Michele Williams
2528 Buker St SE
Olympia, WA 98501
mmwblue21@yahoo.com
(360) 870-3668


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Danial Border (ddddddanial@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 5:20:52 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Danial Border
13880 Kegley Rd Nw
Silverdale, WA 98383
ddddddanial@gmail.com
(360) 689-0346


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: DAVID PRATT (striplingwarrior84@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 6:08:05 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


DAVID PRATT
36807 SE Gravenstein Ct
Snoqualmie, WA 98045
striplingwarrior84@hotmail.com
(425) 761-0252


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: laura feuerborn (lfeuerborn@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 6:43:38 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


laura feuerborn
4011 Sw 100th St
Seattle, WA 98146
lfeuerborn@hotmail.com
(206) 854-4182


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Stephanie Dunnewind (sdunne33@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 6:14:57 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Stephanie Dunnewind
2468 234th Pl SW
Brier, WA 98036
sdunne33@msn.com
(206) 227-5098


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: June and Ronald MacArthur (portmacarthur@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 6:52:34 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


June and Ronald MacArthur
1045 Hillandale Dr E
Port Orchard, WA 98366
portmacarthur@msn.com
(360) 871-8008


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Jessica Hansen (eros_828@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 8:04:36 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Jessica Hansen
39125 Veazie Cumberland Rd Se
Enumclaw, WA 98022
eros_828@hotmail.com
(425) 829-3237


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Sandra Adams (adamssm5015@wavecable.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 8:48:05 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Sandra Adams
5220 NW Eldorado Blvd
Bremerton, WA 98312
adamssm5015@wavecable.com
(360) 265-2904


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Sheri Robison (sherirobison@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 6:57:49 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Sheri Robison
31600 126th Ave SE Spc 23
Auburn, WA 98092
sherirobison@hotmail.com
(253) 331-0850


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Jen Warburton (jenwar12@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 9:41:43 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Jen Warburton
73 Pathfinder Ln
Port Ludlow, WA 98365
jenwar12@gmail.com
(206) 491-9352


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Craig Swanson (cvcanda@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:02:34 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Craig Swanson
16220 SE 28th Pl
Bellevue, WA 98008
cvcanda@comcast.net
(425) 747-6987


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Kevin Milam (m.lilliston@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 5:28:52 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Kevin Milam
2811 NW 90th Pl
Seattle, WA 98117
m.lilliston@comcast.net
(206) 222-3333


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Andreas Niesen (olympichigh@earthlink.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:12:01 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Andreas Niesen
159 Jolie Way
Port Townsend, WA 98368
olympichigh@earthlink.net
(360) 379-1264


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Morris Williams (moclairity@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 10:31:59 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Morris Williams
25913 99th Ave SW
Vashon, WA 98070
moclairity@gmail.com
(206) 418-9902


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Kurtis Ehlert (kurtisehlert@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:17:21 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


Do the right thing


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Kurtis Ehlert
8460 Depot Rd
lynden, WA 98264
kurtisehlert@hotmail.com
(778) 386-0750


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Crystal Schaffer (kasanthyra@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 11:06:23 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Crystal Schaffer
3618 Apollo St SE
Lacey, WA 98503
kasanthyra@hotmail.com
(360) 701-0261


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Will Golding (willgolding92@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:39:08 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Will Golding
246 S Stadium Way
Tacoma, WA 98402
willgolding92@yahoo.com
(708) 363-3107


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Greg Kerns (sodlauncher@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:28:06 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Greg Kerns
32907 3rd Pl S
Federal Way, WA 98003
sodlauncher@comcast.net
(253) 209-4256


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: William Golding (willgolding92@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:41:21 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


William Golding
246 S Stadium Way
Tacoma, WA 98402
willgolding92@yahoo.com
(708) 363-3107


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Cyndra Norman (cyndranorman@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 11:14:11 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Cyndra Norman
525 Forsyth Ln Unit 210
Edmonds, WA 98020
cyndranorman@gmail.com
(641) 784-7186


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Terry Carter (terryc_ms@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:38:05 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Terry Carter
1110 Hemlock Ave SW
North Bend, WA 98045
terryc_ms@hotmail.com
(425) 260-4760


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Sharon Anderson (hadaverde@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:38:21 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Sharon Anderson
1920 NW Mulholland Blvd
Poulsbo, WA 98370
hadaverde@yahoo.com
(360) 550-5950


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Tom Devine (devineshire@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:13:57 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Tom Devine
2002 Capitol Way S
Olympia, WA 98501
devineshire@msn.com
(360) 357-8692


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Phil Ritter (philr@sonic.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 11:31:08 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Phil Ritter
1737 211th Pl NE
Sammamish, WA 98074
philr@sonic.net
(707) 481-0984


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: George Lathrop (george@awarenessworkshop.org) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:50:14 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


George Lathrop
1511 3rd St
Port Townsend, WA 98368
george@awarenessworkshop.org
(206) 335-6964


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Karen Chraska (k.chraska@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:31:23 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Karen Chraska
35654 1st Ave S
Federal Way, WA 98003
k.chraska@comcast.net
(253) 266-9033


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Patti Rader (pjrader@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 11:52:47 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Patti Rader
120 S 295th Pl
Federal Way, WA 98003
pjrader@aol.com
(206) 304-8876


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Michelle Billmaier (michelle.billmaier@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 5:32:29 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Michelle Billmaier
22322 NE 157th St
Woodinville, WA 98077
michelle.billmaier@gmail.com
(425) 318-9039


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Nina Minsky (nminsky1@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:34:36 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Nina Minsky
2788 Nevada Ave E
Port Orchard, WA 98366
nminsky1@gmail.com
(805) 450-2659


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Patricia Safrin (pattysafrin@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 5:21:26 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Patricia Safrin
5451 NE 203rd Pl
Lake Forest Park, WA 98155
pattysafrin@hotmail.com
(206) 465-3118


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Douglass Merrell (douglassmerrell@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 5:37:10 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Douglass Merrell
9500 Rainier Ave S Apt 306
Seattle, WA 98118
douglassmerrell@yahoo.com
(206) 721-5755


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Jim Knight (jimk296@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:36:43 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Jim Knight
25209 45th Ave S
Kent, WA 98032
jimk296@gmail.com
(206) 489-7927


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Vanessa Jamison (msvanjam@outlook.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:50:53 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Vanessa Jamison
7724 87th St NE
Marysville, WA 98270
msvanjam@outlook.com
(360) 722-1660


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Tammy Brazeau (tjbrazeau@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:49:05 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Tammy Brazeau
27888 Shannon Ln NE
Kingston, WA 98346
tjbrazeau@gmail.com
(206) 888-1111


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Lara Lorenz (laralorenzkastner@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 7:57:15 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Lara Lorenz
8312 21st Ave NW
Seattle, WA 98117
laralorenzkastner@gmail.com
(206) 784-7127


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Sharon Berlin (sberlin@uchicago.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 5:12:04 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Sharon Berlin
300 Noblecliff Pl
Langley, WA 98260
sberlin@uchicago.edu
(360) 221-8363


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Sylvia Cohen (1dance2party@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 9:58:21 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Sylvia Cohen
721 115th Ave SE
Lake Stevens, WA 98258
1dance2party@gmail.com
(425) 622-3975


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Emily Chicone (em1387@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:09:10 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Emily Chicone
4405 Browns Point Blvd
Tacoma, WA 98422
em1387@hotmail.com
(253) 942-7013


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Ray Anderson (cataray3@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 5:24:22 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Ray Anderson
1747 Bungalow Way NE
Poulsbo, WA 98370
cataray3@gmail.com
(360) 930-8577


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Marcia and David Butchart (madamem@mindspring.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:12:35 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Marcia and David Butchart
1550 Britton Cir
Bellingham, WA 98226
madamem@mindspring.com
(425) 351-5613


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Lorelette Knowles (lmk@rainforsoft.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 10:21:43 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Lorelette Knowles
1010 Hoyt Ave Apt 4
Everett, WA 98201
lmk@rainforsoft.com
(425) 765-3417


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Sheryl Sparling (ssparling47@mac.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:14:54 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Sheryl Sparling
1832 Pine Cir
Lynden, WA 98264
ssparling47@mac.com
(360) 650-7600


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Kimberly Lynn (kimlynn99@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 10:38:35 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Kimberly Lynn
2221 D. Street
Bellingham, WA 98225
kimlynn99@hotmail.com
(360) 908-7807


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Jorgensen Walter (waltjorgensen@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:17:05 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Jorgensen Walter
823 North St SE
Tumwater, WA 98501
waltjorgensen@comcast.net
(555) 555-5555


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: John And Cheryl Waide (jcwaide@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 10:39:17 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


John And Cheryl Waide
PO Box 224
Coupeville, WA 98239
jcwaide@comcast.net
(541) 272-7478


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Teree Parman (tereeanddoug@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:28:40 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Teree Parman
8100 Sportsman Club Rd NE
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
tereeanddoug@msn.com
(206) 780-5928


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: William Insley (william.insley@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 10:41:45 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


William Insley
PO Box 111461
Tacoma, WA 98411
william.insley@aol.com
(504) 575-6417


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Kara Harms (karalee70@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:30:10 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Kara Harms
728 Grimes Rd
Bothell, WA 98012
karalee70@yahoo.com
(206) 427-7226


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Judith Laik (judithlaik@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 10:58:04 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Judith Laik
20626 SE Auburn Blck Dmnd Rd
Auburn, WA 98092
judithlaik@msn.com
(253) 939-6999


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Laurie Tuttell (ltuttell@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:30:10 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Laurie Tuttell
4015 19th Street Pl SE
Puyallup, WA 98374
ltuttell@yahoo.com
(561) 427-9851


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Julie Winter (jmwinter76@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 5:16:52 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Julie Winter
448 Donovan Ave
Bellingham, WA 98225
jmwinter76@yahoo.com
(509) 465-0859


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Julie Buetow (clintnjulie@frontier.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 11:18:03 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Julie Buetow
12306 Maplewood Ave
Edmonds, WA 98026
clintnjulie@frontier.com
(425) 745-4340


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com
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From: Lisa Love (lisag_5@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:35:24 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Lisa Love
11305 SE 79th Pl
Newcastle, WA 98056
lisag_5@hotmail.com
(206) 276-4846


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Nina Minsky (nminsky1@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 5:45:47 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Nina Minsky
2788 Nevada Ave E
Port Orchard, WA 98366
nminsky1@gmail.com
(805) 450-2659


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Rj Gallagher (rj_gallagher@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 11:22:06 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Rj Gallagher
1122 South St SE
Tumwater, WA 98501
rj_gallagher@comcast.net
(360) 786-1844


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com
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From: Rebecca Glass (bkglass@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 5:24:13 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Rebecca Glass
18003 Stone Ave N
Shoreline, WA 98133
bkglass@hotmail.com
(206) 533-1732


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Jeremiah Pace (jeremiahp13@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 5:48:34 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Jeremiah Pace
1317 NW Elwha St, Apt 102
Oak Harbor, WA 98277
jeremiahp13@gmail.com
(360) 320-3291


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Sarah Mikkelborg (sarah.mikkelborg@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 11:23:04 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Sarah Mikkelborg
23781 Montecarlo Pl NW
Poulsbo, WA 98370
sarah.mikkelborg@gmail.com
(360) 434-5272


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.



mailto:automail@knowwho.com

mailto:records@utc.wa.gov






From: Stefan Cook (sslcook2@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:37:49 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Stefan Cook
12516 SE 171st St
Renton, WA 98058
sslcook2@gmail.com
(425) 970-3408


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Paul Nehring (nehringextinction@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 12:11:04 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Paul Nehring
300 N 130th St Unit 5102
Seattle, WA 98133
nehringextinction@hotmail.com
(206) 362-5680


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Howard Harrison (howardhrrsn@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 5:50:42 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Howard Harrison
17719 NE 110th Way
Redmond, WA 98052
howardhrrsn@gmail.com
(425) 598-6183


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Kyle Pauley (jeanlunnemann@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 8:38:03 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Kyle Pauley
414 Malden Ave E Apt D
Seattle, WA 98112
jeanlunnemann@yahoo.com
(206) 320-8755


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Justin Yeager (yeagerjustin@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 5:54:53 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Justin Yeager
2540 E 3rd Ave
Ellensburg, WA 98926
yeagerjustin@hotmail.com
(253) 709-8232


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Sally Eastey (schicea@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Tuesday, February 23, 2021 12:17:07 AM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Sally Eastey
12819 SE 38th St
Bellevue, WA 98006
schicea@comcast.net
(425) 221-5454


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Clark Wiegman (dadaville@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 6:10:34 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Clark Wiegman
1214 NW 121st St
Seattle, WA 98177
dadaville@comcast.net
(206) 669-6082


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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From: Joseph Piecuch (joepiecuch@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: Records Management (UTC)
Subject: Protect Our Climate Future (Docket #200304 and #200305)
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 5:26:29 PM


External Email


Dear Washington UTC,


I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.


According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.


Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.


Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.


Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.


Sincerely,


Joseph Piecuch
PO Box 555
Suquamish, WA 98392
joepiecuch@gmail.com
(360) 598-2108


This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.
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